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Scrutiny commentson examination of draftModification in the approved mininig 

plansubmitted under rule 17(3) of MCR 2016 in respectof ChikkalagundiLimestone 

Mine of Shri.L.S.Hiremath bearing M.L.No- 2574 over an extent of 1.62 Ha. In 

Chikkalagundivillage, Bilagi, Tq,BagalkotDist of Karnataka State. 

I) Cover Page:-i) The document may be submitted as Modification in the approved 

Mining Plan. ii) Details of lessee and qualified person are not properly mentioned. 

2) Introduction:-i) Sentences are not properly formed. Sentences should be corrected in 

all the chapters. ii) Spelling mistakes should be corrected in all the pages. iii) As per the 

lease deed, lease is executed on 29.12.2010 with effect from 04.02.2008 for twenty years. 

However at page no-5 it is stated that lease has granted to mine the limestone from 

05.03.2008 this needs to be corrected. 

3) General:-i) Registration number under Rule 45 of MCDR-1988 is not mentioned. ii) e-

mail id of the lessee is not mentioned. iii) Postal address of the lessee is not mentioned 

properly. 

4) Location and Accessibility:- i) Latitude and Longitude of which corner pillar is given 

should be mentioned. ii) Chikkalagundi is a small village, whereas at page no-9 

Chikkalagundi is mentioned as a town. iii) Distance from lease area to Bagalkot Railway 

Station needs to be rechecked and corrected. iv) At page no-10 it is stated that lease sketch 

is enclosed as Plate No-1A, whereas plate no-1A is not enclosed. 

5) Details of approved Mining plan/Scheme of mining:-i) Details of approved mining 

plan and scheme of mining i.e., letter no and dates of approval are incorrect. This needs to 

be rechecked and corrected. ii) Lessee has drilled 04 core bore holes in the year 2016-17. 

However intimation in the form J is not submitted to this office. iii) The figures given for 

production achieved in last approved scheme period are not matching with the 

Annual/monthly returns submitted to this office. Production achieved should be as per the 

annual returns. iv) It is stated that violation letters and reply sent by the lessee is enclosed 

as annexure 8A and 8B whereas annexure 8A is borehole log sheet and annexure 8B is J 

form submitted for DTH drilling. Annexures are not properly numbered and enclosed. v) 

Reasons for submitting modification in the approved mining plan under rule 17(3) of 

MCR-16 needs to be given.vi) Feasibility of the project should be discussed in the reserves 

chapter. 

6) Geology and Exploration:- i) The highest and lowest elevations of the lease area are 

not matching with the surface plan. ii) It is stated that lessee has planted Mango, Neem, 

Almond, Bamboo, Banyan, Tamarind, etc in the lease area. However during field visit no 

such plantations were observed in the lease area. iii) Regional Geology of the area is not 

properly discussed. 
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iv)  Under geology of the lease area type of the deposit, shape and size of the ore body, 

structural features if any needs to be discussed. v) dip and strike of the formation should 

be mentioned in whole circle bearing. vi) The bulk density and recovery percentage should 

be based on field tests. vii) The dimension of the pit given at page no-22 is incorrect. viii) 

Under the exploration already carried out the boreholes drilled so far with total meterage , 

type of the borehole, spacing etc., should be discussed. The heading given for exploration 

at page no-22 should be mentioned as details of exploration already carried out.  The grid 

interval mentioned in the table is incorrect.  

ix) At page no-23 it is mentioned that analysis result is enclosed as annexure 9A,and 9B 

whereas annexure 9A and B are not enclosed. x) At page no-23 it is mentioned that surface 

plan is enclosed as plate no-2, whereas plate no-2 is not enclosed along with the document 

and surface plan is enclosed as plate no-3.  xi) The plate no refered in the text are 

mismatching with the plate numbers mentioned on each plan and sections.  xii) Under the 

heading future programme of exploration, exploration proposals if any during the plan 

period needs to be discussed. xiii) At page no-25 it is mentioned that section are drawn at 

an interval of 50 mtrs, whereas on surface geological plan section lines are drawn at an 

interval of 60mtr.  xiv) Sectional area and area of influence taken for reserve/resource 

estimation is to be rechecked and corrected. Further sectional area taken for estimation of 

reserves and remaining resources from the same sections are not matching. xv) At page 

number 26 it is mentioned that around 1.64 mt of limestone and about 1.171 mt of 

dolomite is estimated as on 01.04.2016. However during field visit no dolomite is 

observed in the lease area and quantity of limestone is also not matching with the figures 

mentioned in the reserves table given at page no-33. xvi) Reserve estimation should be as 

on date.  xvii) Since no reserves were estimated under 333 category the justification given 

for the same should be removed. xviii) Reserves/resources are varies from page to page. 

Check the figures given at page no-25, 31 and 33. Further Reserves given under different 

level of exploration at page no-31 are not matching with the figures given at page no-33. 

xix) Logsheets of all the boreholes needs to be submitted with all the details, such as date 

of drilling, location, Collar level, depth, Chemical analysis etc,.  

7) Mining:-i) Present method of mining with existing pit dimension need to be discussed. 

ii) Proposed method of mining with all the design parameters marked on production plan 

and sections needs to be discussed in detail.  

iii) At page no-35 proposed bench height and is mentioned as 3mtr and width as 4mtr but 

at page no-36 bench height is mentioned as 1.5mtr and at page no-36 height and width is 

mentioned as 3mtr, the design parameters varies from page to page and also not matching 

with the proposals marked on production plan and sections. iv) Proposed working levels 

shown during the plan period and upto the life of the mine are incorrect. v) The tentative 
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excavation table should be given as per the IBM manual for appraisal of mining plan-

2014. vi) At page no-37 intercalated waste is written as inter calculated waste.   

vii) At page no-39 it is stated that details of estimation of year wise production is given in 

annexure -11 , whereas annexure -11 is extension letter of bank guarantee.  

viii) At page no-40 it is stated that proposed dumps were marked on production and 

development plans, but no location is shown for dumping waste  on production and 

development plan. ix)  The number of tons to be handled per day given at page no-41 is 

incorrect.  

x) Proposed bench dimensions given at page no-43 is not matching with production and 

development plan and sections. xi) Under pit layout proposed pit dimensions, proposed 

dumping, UPL, etc., needs to be discussed. 

8) Conceptual mining plan:-i) Anticipated life of the mine should be calculated based on 

the existing reserves. ii) At page no 44 it is stated that reserves are estimated as on 

01.04.2017, this needs to be corrected. iii) Plate numbers refered in the text are 

mismatching. iv) At page no-45 the length of the pit at the conceptual stage which is given 

as 230 is incorrect. The length of the entire lease area is less than 200 mtr. v) The 

successive 5 year block period should be shown based on the available reserves. At page 

no-45 the successive 5 year block period is shown including blocked reserves also. vi) 

Dumping proposals are not properly discussed and table given at page no-47 is 

incomplete.  

9) Progressive Mine closure Plan:-  i) At page no-71 and 72  Reclamation and 

Rehabilitation carried out in the last approved plan period is given. However in the field 

no such parapet wall and garland drains were observed as mentioned in the table. ii) At 

para 8.3.5 in the table summary of plantations and other protective measures to be taken in 

the proposed plan period should be given year wise. iii)The amount of financial assurance 

for B category mine is Rs 15000/ha. Accordingly correction should be made at page no-

79. 

 iv) Lessee signature is not there in the certificates. 

Plates:- 

1) General:- i) Lease sketch authenticated by state government is not enclosed. ii) Plates 

were not properly labeled. 

2) Key plan:-i) Scale of the plan is not properly mentioned. ii) The lease area should be 

mentioned in Ha, in all the plates. iii) Monitoring stations are not marked. 

3) Surface plan:-i) Surveyor signature is not there on the surface plan. 
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4) Geological plan and cross sections:-i) Dip and strike of the formation is not marked 

on surface Geological plan. ii) Area explored under different level of exploration is not 

marked on geological plan and in sections Instead of making hatching and lines for 

reserves estimated under different category of UNFC classifications, only codes should be 

written. iii)  Collar level, depth and inclination of the drilled borehole should be marked on 

Geological plan and sections. iv) Lithology shown on Geological plan and Geological 

cross sections are mismatching. v) UPL is not shown on Geological plan and cross 

sections.  

vi) Reserves table should be removed from Geological plan.  

5) Pit layout plan:-i) Proposed year is mentioned same in all the plates. ii) Proposed RL’s 

are not shown on year wise plan and sections.  

6) Environment plan:-i) The Monitoring stations are not marked. ii) All the points which 

are shown in Rule 28(5)(b) of MCDR-1988 are not incorporated. 

7) Conceptual plan:- i) Proposed benches upto the conceptual period are not shown on the 

plan. ii) Proposed dumping’s and Reclamation and Rehabilitation to be carriedout are not 

shown. 

8) Reclamation and Rehabilitation plan:- i) Year wise plantation proposals are not 

properly shown. Year wise plantation proposals should be shown by different color as 

shown in the production and development plans. ii)  Details of retaining wall, Garland 

drain etc., if any needs to be mentioned with year of proposal, location and dimensions.  


